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Lady B(!ars
Still A wesonie
(And
We're
Proud!!)
·By

Anthony G. Fagen
Sports Editor
The road to the final four as a strong defense. However,
nationally for the Lady Bears of two things cost the Lady Bears
Bridgewater was bombed Satur- the ball game.
First,. the athletic center was
day night as Salem State C'0 1lege, looking for revenge aftt:J filled to capacity, and most of
BSC's two regular season victo- the fans .were from Salem and
ries, stonewalled the Bears the surrounding area, although
Express at the O'Keefe Athletic there was a contingent of BSC
Center 63-59, knocking·Bsc out fans there alongside their rivals.
of the NCAA National But as Russ Ryan of WBIM
radio- pointed out, the fans were
Tournament.
Prior to the loss against Salem playing the "intir~1idator" role,
Saturday, BSC won their open- and stopped BSC cold. At one
ing round game against Rhode pointjn the contest, Bridgewater
Island College of Provid~.1ce did not score for three minutes.
And second, the referees who
Friday night, sinking the
called the ball game leveled some
Anchorwomen 80-59.

Women~
be the battle of the two best
teams in New England. This was

walled by the Vikings in the final
seconds. And so ended BSC's

ver.y un-referee like calls against

a ball game beyond description

\ 984- \ 985 season. But one soon

the ball game. It averaged two
very "cheap" calls to every good
call. At the end of the 'ball game
as the Salem crowd charged the
floor, the referees had to .be
,escorted q~ickly out of the gym.
If these two factors did not
play a role, the score would have
been closer than the 63-59 score
at the end of the game. The
media also played a role in this
NCAA New England championship, hyping this ball_game up to

coaoh Bd J,t1iggi¢rC>, ·.third year
coach with the Bears, for playing
BSC's type of game, and staying
close with the Vikings throughout the night. The ball game,
although the fans and ·referees
might very well have helped, was
decided in the final minute as
Salem took the lead with l :22
left on a 25 foot floor shot on a
three on two break. BSC clawed
back to within 1, but were stone-

.._..._......~........__.mdl.__...._lllilllllia.i..,._._.-.....,i1aio1.-..._.~~1~~~#~·y.£cr
BSC

started

strong against

second game of the regular sea.;.
son, 85...75, as Carolyn Parsley
hit her first three shots from the
floor, while . Cathy ·Baker
handled ·th~ rebounds. Baker
also hit her first three shots giving BSC an unrelinqishable lead.
However, Saturday night
would prnv.e to be fatal for the
powerful grizzly.
Bridgewater and Salem were
both prepared with their per-·
sonal arsenals on offense, as well

Basketball's Finest-the Ladv 'Bears

t·:~

.. . ·r,'.~.·g1:ven.\tabead

forgotten by their f(lns.
Bridgewate.r ends"·· tJ:ie· s~ase>n
at 26-2, and are the Mass. State
Conference champions for l 985,
going 12-0 in league play. Th~
team wm. only lose one senior,
Cathy ·Baker for next year.
Baker played outstanding. basketball throughout the year,
placing herself in contention to
be named to ··the North East
Hoop all-star team, along with
sophomore JoAnn Runge. But
the entire team deserves credit
no~

for the outstanding efforts they
made throughout the season.
Bridgewater ended the )'ear
natio~nlly . r~nked nullll?t?r i\!ur

in ithe · ·c(M:ntfy, ·· t~'~fr ··liit;hes.t
ranking ever. BSC also by virtue
of that rank was favored to be in
the final. four nationa:Uy. Salem
State however has'"gr.ounded th~
trip to the Mid-Atlantic
. Regioanls in Pennsylvania.
Bridgewater State CoJiege
congratulates the Lady Bears on
their fine season. Even in defeat.
we are still proud· of what you
have done. Congratulations!

Vote or Not Vote
By
Dan Darcy
SGA Elections Director

Once again it is time for yet
another election. However, this
· is not your basic class election
nor is it one of your more com~
mon S.G.A. elections, it is· an
election for Student Trustee.
This is the highest _ranking
student-held position on the

Bridgewater State College campus. It is a position whereby the
elected candidate assumes a role
on this college's Bo;;ird of Trus· tees. Since this is the sole representative of you, the students it
is imperative that each and ev~ry
one of you take the time (usually
between 30 seconds and I~ minutes) to v· ote.
I know many of you are probably saying, "but -I don't know
any of the candidates." These

students are not there for the
personal glory, but for the main
purpose of representing you, the
stude~t body. Besides, it should
be the privilege of each student
to .exercise. his or her· right to
vote. ·Ho.wever, with the recent
turnout of only 4%ofthesfodent
body during the recent S"G.A.
· right
·
e1ect"10n, I b e 1.1eve this
has
been unjustly wronged...
So I am. pow asking you to
take the time and vote tor any ot

.lll!l!'rntit:~::::tI::tm~i!ii:~~:III@trn::::::::;:II~ ff!~~t~~i;~§.~g~;
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President Rondileau and Mrs. Hamblen

.BY

MicheJ/e Lombardo
News Editor

On Monday, February 25, the
.administrators involved in the
0
China. Exthange, President
to
Rondileau, ·Vice ·President Dih
way there. All you have to do Iman, Joyce Leung, and George
Sethar.is, presented a slide show
documenting their travel in the
1
Far East.
The trip to China and subsequent reciprocal visit by repre-:
sentatives of Shanxi Teachers
Hope to see you University pas successfully aided
bm~ .s91)99ls in. th~ir. obj~9tiye. 9f.

dent population!!

D w.y er ' 5 .· . '.:~=,.:{i.:=j·_=i :i:r~r. :e!~~!::k;~~ !~: ~~';}~
@i Entertainment 6
@f ;~~m;1;,~~~·~n!;~:!r~:nd~
!~[j[
Living 10
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·setting up th.e exchange. Thefirst
exchange is scheduled for the
·next acade111ic year, 1985-85. A
special meeting has been· set up
for Thursday, March 7, 1985~ at
11:00 a.rn. in room B·37, .second
floor Boyden Hall for all those
. interested in taking part in the
exchange next year or in the
future. Please attend this meet-·
ing if interested.
Attending. the slide presentation was President Rondileau's
fiancee', Mrs. .Mary ·Hamblen,
who he introduced to the Bridgewater community iri attendance.
.
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Parking Problems

fetters to the editor •••

I don't know if this information is true, but someone told me
the other day at lunch that if you
park in the dirt past the parking
lot, the campus police can give
you a ticket.
Since people are parking in
one of the most hard-working this area, it should be paved.
and responsibile members of When asked about paving it, the
that group. But with or without administration said that its not
the benefit of an elected position, their responsibility. They apparSteve DiClemente has been an ently don't own the lot. Now
active and concerned student. how can someone own someHe has an awareness of student thing and not own something at
issues and knows about the the same time? Seems pretty
workings of the College, state impossible to me. Either you
government and importantly, own something and take responsibility for it, o'r you don't.
the Board of Trustees.
I'm quite sure a few of us
One other important qualifiwould
like to see that area pav:ed
cation: a great deal of the work
done by the College's Trustees and lighted. I, for one, would. Its
involves budget oversight and no fun to drive over a field filled
management policy. As a Man- with snow which effectively covagement Science major with an ers ruts. and gullies. For that
amazing· amount of business
acumen, Steve would be able to
contribute effectively to making
I have to wnte one more art1those decisions as well as those
cle before Spring Break and tell
affecting student-life.
With only two. meetings you of my recent triumph. I
remaining, it is important that piake e_nemies at times, whe~ever
students elect someone who ~go because of my cynical opinoffers the potential of furthering ions and strong words and outstudents interests beyond this looks upon "life, the universe
semester . and who has the neces- a~d evrything"; yet I also make
sary experience the job friends more often, and those I
demands. Without reservation, I have a\"e of strong mind and
recommend that you cast your great heart. I owe them much,
vote in the student Trustee elec- and I thank th~m. now espe~i.ally
tion for Steven T. DiClemente, for my success with the pet1t1oning for a Dance minor, Dance
the first name on the. ballot.
Thank you for taking the time ~roup response, and for the sueto read this and for your consid- cessful completetion of two of
eration of Steve's candidacy in my dance pieces (third set in my
the primary elections, Monday life, these are the best). That's
and Tuesday, March 4 and 5. - not much, granted but there wm
be more to ;come. Ad not just
{~om:.!9,~, eit::·er. oe~ause another

~

/

$100,000

Endorsement Letter

Last March, a group of interested alumni, staff and friends of
the College met over breakfast to
discuss a bold venture to raise
$100,000.00 in honor of the
l45th Anniversary of the ColIege. Dr. Gerard T. Indelicato,
Class of 197 I, outlined goals for
the campaign and asked for
input from those in attendance.
Through the leadership of Dr.
Indelicato and the efforts of
many members of the Bridgewater State College Community
and the 'generosity of many
alumni, friends and members of
the College .Community, the
Annual Fund· of the Bridgewater·
Alumni Association hasexceeded its $100,000.00 goal six
months ahead of schedule. This
is truly an historic and significant milestone.
The intent of the Annual Fund
1s to benefit the College. This will
be accomplished this year iii the
following manner~ $30,000.00
has been allocated. to increase
scholarship endowments and
$25,000.00 has been made available to the College in the form of
a short-term loan to assist in
land acquisition. In addition, the
Executive Board of the Bridgewater Alumni Association is
pleased to announce that
$20,000.00 will be awarded thL..;
spring in support of worthwhih
projects which enhance Bridgewater. State College in truly

An open letter to· the Student
Bo~y:

matter, its no fun to walk back
across a smushy, muddy field
with inadequate lighting to get
the car.
• Most of us who drive have
received tickets. Imagine walking all that way, with a heavy
load of books, after having
stepped in a puddle which has
long since seeped through 1ihoes
and socks, to receive p'arking
ticket. Its just not the perfect way
to end a long day.
I'd appreciate some feedback
on this issue. It seems to me that
if the college doesn't own this
piece of property, (swamp), the
campus police have no right to
ticket on it. If you know anything about this, either tell me
personally or write a letter to the
editor.

a

I want to take this opportunity
to thank the students of Bridgewater State College for their
kind support of my efforts while
I served in the position of
student-elected member of the
Board of Trustees, and to
encourage ·your support of
Steven DiClemente to fill in the
vacancy caused by my recent
resignation.
The position of Trustee is one
of major importance in furtherNancy Roberson
ing students' interest, since the
Board df Trustees, by state law,
is responsible for.setting College
policy. Having served on the
April Dance concert will be
Board for eight months, l believe
titled:
I know-the qualifications which
DANCE! DANCE! DANCE!
. would make for an effective stuand that we .shall be selling
dent Trustee. Of the four canditickets for $1.00 (this helps us get
dates for the position, I believe
back some of our expenses laid
that Steve is the logical choice.
out). The date has not been set as
At Bridgewater, Steve has
of right now for the first sale day,
been involved in many campus
but it will in all likelyhood be
activities ranging from the wressome day after Spring Break.
tling team to Student GovernI want to say to the student
ment Association. Last spring,
body that we can now really
Steve was one of only a few BSC ·
Dance, because this clu ~will be
students who boarded a bus for
organizing many different
the State House to speak at State
events, trips, and lectures related
Senate Hearings against tuition
to Dance and Theater. NOTE:
hikes.
We are not affiliated with the
He was important in bringing
Ensemble Theater Group but
about needed changes in College
our closenes will soori be that of
policies increijsing students' due
Best Friends.
lllea.n,ingf~l ways - 'lca,~n?l~~a.lly,. . process rights in the judicial and
The Dance Corps is also going
eu\tura\l:y ~ :.socia'\''~y;,~'''.•'"' ,.. :a\i~\~,;~'"~'-iill
environmenta11y.
· · ·· ··
of Trus ees eve ~ ~
for the Student Body, is the elec- and anyone on March 28th ant
Accordingly, the Bridgewater of these experiences, Steve ran Matthew Peter Donoghue
tion of officers and the forma- 1l :00 am, the Thursday after
Alumni Association Executive for ~GA Senator and has been
The views expressed as Com- tion of Bridgewater State's own Spring Break, and· invite you for
Board has established a Commentaries and Leaers to the Edi- Dance club;: The Dance Corps. refreshments and conversations.
mittee to solicit, review, and
tor are soley the opinions of the The constitution is with the SGA The officers will be there and this
recommend proposals
frorr·
Fellow Students,
author, and are not necessarily at this time so we are not legally challenge to everyone ; If there is
faculty, students, staff anc
I am writing to inform you of those of The Comment, its Edi- recognized for budget funding; anyone out there who thinks or
organizations of the College tL· the current situation which
but I"have no worries. I submit- knows that they are better than
tors or its Staff
be supported.' While all proposweighes heavily on the B.S.C.
ted a request for emergency us, comeon, Make Our Day;
als are sincerely welcome. the
Russian Club. For the past two
funding in order that we can help Take our Jobs.
Committee is particularly interBecause yet let's make a
weeks the club has .been enjoying
the Dance Group pay for the
ested in those which have a
Will do any kin;d of typing-Thesis,
3; fu1'd raising effort. We, as most
expenses of their full scale· pro- Dance, together.[sic]
:broad and timely impact on the
! Manuscripts, Label's, Etc.I
Bo Decker
other clubs, have tried earnestly
duction in April.
Generated on a word processor ~o
quality of campus life.
. ' -to earn ··money and thus allow
am
told
that
the
Excuse
me.I
facilitate quick changes and upPreliminary proposals shouh:·
ourselves to become even more
L
d.~te!. C:,:11 Eia!ne 2?,:4-8~'.'°...- .
brief. ~nd include· a descrip·
involved in our purpose, Unfortion of the project and a budge\
tunately, we have been disapof estimated expenses. ... ·
pointed. Somehow, during the
An pr~pos.a:b should be
warded •.. to Bridgewater Alumni raff1e sale, money was &tolen. We
AssoCiation, c/o Alumni J~ela do not know who do such a thing
tions Office, Student Union to a club as hard woTking·and
sincere as· ours, but we are hurt ..
Building~ Bridgewater State College. The deadline for receipt of Due. to the theft ·of a part ofo~i
Editor-In-Chief
profits, we will be forced to.postpreliminary proposals· is TuesCarrie Kulick
pone the drawing until after .
day, April 2, 1985. Proposals
Managing
Editor
vacation. ln ·postponing the
will be reviewed at that time and
Timothy
Driscoll
drawing we hope to recoverfrom .
those selected for final considerour loss.
ation .will be asked to provide
Michelle Lombardo
News Editor
Yvette T. Swain
more details.
John J. Beaton.Jr.
Entertainment Editor
Should you ha-ve any quesTony Fagen
Sports
Editor
COLLEGE STUDENTS
tions regarding proposals, ple<;lse
Francisco J. Meneses
Layout and Design
contact Mr. Philip Conroy,
National company has
Pammie Berkovits
Photography Editor
immediate openings for college·
Director, ·Alumni Relations at
Dave Cormier.
Circulation
students. Full and parttime.
campus extension 1287.
Flexible hours. Above average
Proposals selected for support
~arnings. Scholarship bonuses.
will be announced on Alumni
Stamp.ou.glas ~enso?, Roger Spring, Kristina Robbins, Joanne
Business Manager
Can lead to high level
Day~ Saturday, May 11, 1985.
Pasqu~;nelh, De1~re D11l~an, Sandy Scoppettoulo, Ellen Harnish,
managerial position upon
. Francisco J. Meneses
Pammie Berkov1t~, Kevm Dwyer, Laurie Vespa, Mark Avery,·
graduation. 584-8892 or 1-800PeggY. ~ayes, Phtl MacDougall, Greg Mathis Dan Grinnell
Advertising Manager
322-4421
.
Laura Cla_rk, Pat Moynihan, Mike Jankowskj 1 'taura Sironen:
Very cordially, ,
Roberta Bena
R~ssell Dougherty, S~an Crete, Mike Storey, .Ellen Chevalier
Adrian Rondileau
· ,
'
Kim Murphy,
Loca]·
President, Bridgewater State
. College.
FAMILY DAYCARE
John W. Jones, Class of 1962 ·
The c,omment is a student supported.and operated weekly newspaper serving the academic commu~ity of Bridgewater State tolleg~.'
needs assistant
President, Bridgewater Alumni
Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in C9~sultation with the Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein is
Associatior.
.._._ _.._........._
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Recreation Minor
By
Gerald McDermott
Contributing :Writer

Recreation, and Programming
for Recreation and Leisure. Two
additional recreation courses
allow students to emphasize
competency in one: to the following: Recreation Therapy, Outdoor Recreation, Play
Specialist, and Recreation
Generalist.
Students at Bridgewater State
College who might consider the
new minor can get further information by contacting the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation or
Professor Jan Harris.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Editorial Notes:

A new interesting and exciting
Recreation Minor is now available-to all majors at Bridgewater
State College. The rei::reation
minor is aimed at preparing professionals for a variety of positions in leisure service. The
·planning, conducting and evaluating of recreation for people
of all ages is an exciting career.
Graduates of Bridgewater
State College who major in art,
biology, early childhood, earth
science, elementary education,
psychology, social work, sociolThe Comment would like to
ogy, special education, and comthank Greg Mathis, who this
munication arts and sciences will
find that a recreation minor week filled in for Entertainment
Editor John Beaton. His service
opens a variety of empioyment
opportunities. Available within was greatly appreciated by all of
government, camps, Ys, hospi- us. Thanks, Greg!!
tals, business, indus,try; comlast week Jacqui Gravel was
munity schools, religious
organizations and human ser- incorrectly identified as Presivice organizations are viable dent of the Chorale Society. She
options. Presep.tly, recent B.S.C. is actually Secretary. Christine
graduates who have studied Hallow is President. We apologrecreation are employed in such ize for any inconvenience this
diverse settings as the New Eng"." discrepency may have caused
land Aquarium, Mass. Hospital either of the women.
School, Hale Reservation, Workout Plus, area Ys, Babson College Recreatio,n Center,
Raynham Racquet Ball Club,
Mass Correctional Institute FraMonday:
mingham, and the Peace Corps.
Advertisements
Academically the ·minor conThursday:
sists of a core of four required
All other m~erial
courses: Introduction to RecreaAll submissions m-,ist .be
tion. Leadership and the Group
.
Process, Organization and
received by 2:00 p.m.
Administration . o,f ~qbl~.~ . .,1:•~,. flll~rflll·~flB:ft

Sugerl

·arrie

Give yourselves a
pat on the back for

a great job, Grads!
Best of luck to your

COMMENCEMENT

Friday,. May 24
11:00 a.m.

The Student Government Association
and
Josten's
are proud to announce that the following two
students have won their class rings in the recent
raffle.

Carrie Kulick
(lOK g9ld girrs ring)

Joseph McPhee
(Men's white lustrium)

Congratulations!!/
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The next raffle for two free rings will
be held in April. Josten's will be here·
April 3, 4,and 5.
.
.

u re

In a recent conversation with a friend, it was brought to my
attenticn that a large percentage of the student body, especially
commuters, are not aware of some Of the free or Hfee"-paid services
that are available to them.
The Student Union Information Booth offers General Cinema
tickets at the reduced rate of $2.50 for any movie. They have free
passes available to ·students for the Museum of Fine Arts \n
Boston. There are also bus schedules for both campus and Boston
buses. Check at the Information Booth for more information!t!
Health Services, located on the ground floor. of Tillinghast
Hall, offers a wide range of medical attention, from band-aids to
Tylenol to Cepacol to anything at all!! There is a staff of physicians, including an orthopedic doctor and a gynocologist. Some
prescription drugs may be obtained free of charge. They are open
twenty four hours for all situations, big or small.
The Student Government Association provides free legal ser~
vice for students with Attorney Donald Hadge. He is available for
consultation every Tuesday and Thursday from 3 to 7 p.m. in the
SGA office or council chambers on the third floor of the Student
Union. The SGA sponsered Book Exchange in the Catholic Cen~
ter takes place at the beginning of every semester to allow student
to s·en their.unwanted books at a reasonable price to other students, without using the Bookstore as a middle-man.
Typewriters and quiet study areas for student use are available
in the following locations: SGA offices, the Catholic Center, and
Media Services in the library. They can come in handy when Final
Crunch comes around. As an added riote, theCatholic Center > , ,
,., i,,iwEJJlfer$.:(t,~t;L(f~fee af!ldt(:fo,11uts every Mopday (Mah) morning ffo:m~,,,,;r;;:'';~~
·7:30 to lO:OO.
The Student Union provides several often underused services
such as the Photo Lab;whichisopen Mon-Wed-Fri from3to6
and Tues -Thurs 6 to 9. Study cubicles, Jocated on the ground
floor to the right of the RathskeUar. are available on a first come
first served basis.There in large study room acrossthe haJI from
the SGA Chambers. Piano and organ practice rooms, also on a
first come first ser.ve'd basis, are on the ground floor past the
Communication Offices. The Music Lounge is located next to the
Movie Lounge, also on the ground floor. They have some ·good
tunes and headphones for when you feel like vegging out.
For more fascinating tidbits of information"'relevant to college
life check the Registrar's offiGe for college catalogues and bone up
on requirements for graduation. College Hand~ooks that list
everything you always wanted to know about. .. (not everything!!)
can be found in the Office of Student Services or Community
Services.
These are services which all students are eligible to reap benefits
from because you pay for them!! Take advantage of what is here
on campus for you. People in the aforementioned offices will be
more than ha'ppy to assist you, thats what you pay their salaries
for. So, over Break, break a leg (and go to Health Services!!) Tell.
'em Carrie sent you!!! Enjoy!!!
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/·~"Women's

~~

By
Shan Crete

Contributing Writer
Do you have concerns about
issues such as your health care,
equal opportunity in education,
and employment, bi.J:th control ,
alcohol and drug issues, sexual
assault and harrassment, political issues?
Some of these issues may be a
part of your life right now. What

:esources do you. have av~ilable
if you n~ed more mformat1on on.
the subject?
The Women's Center is a collective of BSC students that are
concerned with these issues.
We're here to provide support,
education, and referral services
to this community. In addition
to extensive files on many issues,
we have a lending library with
resource books, women's litera·
ture, and books about women's
isues available.
These issues affect us everyday, whether we are aware o1
them or not. We feel that a grea(
deal of change needs to take
place politically, socially, economically. Whether you are
already committed . to these
issues, or find them starting to
crop up in your life now, we want

center MassPIRG

you to know that there is a place
on campus that is dealing with
these far reaching issues.
Our brochure has just been
published. Some of the upcom~
ing events that it lists: Women's
literature discussion group!
Birth Control Groups, a
GREAT concert featuring Betsy
Rose, a basic auto mechanics
workshop, a camping trip, and a
self defense work~hop. We're
also sponsoring a petition drive
protestng the proposed Reagan
cuts to the education budget. A
student came by today and
picked some up to collect signa·
tures. The more signatures, the
greater the response.
So stop by. We're on the third
floor of the Union. 697-1200 ext
2296

SGA Notebook
of each· meeting. Finally, Lawrence thanked Elections Director Darcey for the long hours he
News Editor
put into the last election. Darcey
SGA Report for the Februar was further complimented for
26. 1985 Senate meeting.
· the accuracy of the polling
results. (A pat on the back for
No one was absent this week!
Dan.)
(Great joy and happiness.) Pro
terns filled in for Senators Plotk·
The old business this week was
and Malloy.
a report from the ad hoc comThe minutes of the previou
mittee supervising the move
week' were approved, and th· across the hall. The committee
financial report was given. Tht approved the floor plan as wen
following committees submittel as the proposals for carpeting
reports: Elections, Legislati\ 1 and a window on the inner execAffairs, Ways and Means, Pub!'
utive office. Questions were
cations, and GER subcommit
raised by .Senators Gelineau and
tee. Ways ,and Means tttportef. ,Lanat~ cp,nc~rl\~Pg,,, ~h~'.1 l'TQ,c~,
dure, · asking .· why the whole
questfons had been raised forth·
funding of the State Studen
Senate was not allowed to vote
Association of Massachusett
on the renovations. Treasurer
and that after contacting othe: Lucas, Senator Manzo and Presschools, the committee wil· ident Lawrence all p6int~d. out
make a decision.
that the money has been alloted
Next, President Lawrencr by the Senate and that it is up to
presented his Executive Report
the committee to decide how it is
He congratulated the newl\ to be spent. Treasurer Lucas also
elected members of ·the Senat;
said that the ad hoc committee is
on their victories. Calling atten
open to all Senators. Senator
tion to the agenda, he spoke ir, Quinn proposed to those, Sena· favor of buying ~. new cop> tors who were displeased with
machine for the SGA office. He· the manner it,I which the money
· also announced that the SGA was being used, that they start
will be getting a Mass State. Flar, showing up. at the committee
and a United States flag. Whe11 meetings
they ·arrive, Lawrence said.that , ·. The Senate then moved on'to
he would introduce a moti~n new business. jacqui Gravel was·
proposing that , the Pledge · of sworn in· as Senator of '87, Greg
Allegience be. recit~d at the start Mathis as Senator of ''85. and

By
Michelle Lombardo
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By
Mike Romano, Pres. S.A.M.S.
Contributing Writer
On Tuesday, February 26 Neil
Henderson, a local economist,
lectured to the organization
S.A.M.S. and to many other
interested students
Mr. Hend.erson covered a variety of topics which included
social awareness, responsibility
and behavior. He kept the
audience involved in the lecture
by answering any questions
which were asked, and in turn
asked the students' opinions on
certain subjects. The members of
lthe audie.nce were very
impressed and surprised at the
dynamic sense of humor displayed by the Economist, while
still understanding the point he
inteded to make. The audience
seemed to enjoy the lecture very
much and some of those who
attended, stayed after the lecture
to ·speak privately with Mr.
Henderson.
As President of S.A.M.S., I
was very happy to have had Neil
Henderson lecture. He showed a
deep concern on what S.A.M.. S.
is trying to ignite here on campus, which is a broader understanding of management and
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_TheSGApresentationended
with a fav?rable sta~ement from
SGA President Dems Lawrence.
He commended the work ~f
~assPIRG and expressed his
wishes that the 2 groups, MassPIRO and ~he SGA work
tog~ther to increase student
morale.

,~1~~~r . t? . . W?-.Y~.a_._n~~dlilt'1M!ll"'l'reeoa.,..n""s,+treh!J""e~ml.eau~nwit*y~.~W~e.c
ai ln!li1 1 eli i .f£i i i e~clil lit st•a•te wl i l il ilide_.iilllhloliwllilfllltlilipllla~ymswail£1iamct
or inmwilhiiia
t goilelllsU••
' po~sibi\ity \)\t:y·
..
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•
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tocopier. Finally, $335 was allotted to fund Mel King as a
speaker for the Lester Houston
Memorial Fund, upholding a
By
nine year tradition. The new busters of interest to Student
Michelle Lombardo
iness ended with two resigna- ·
Government Associations all
News Editor
tions. Senator Gelineau's
over the state.
resignation from the Ways and
Finally he offered a reason.for
This week SGA President
Means committee was accepted, Denis Lawrence spoke to· the his presidential veto of Senator
as was Bill Hernon 's from· his
press on several issues concern- " Chaney's resignation, saying
position as All College Rep and
that Chaney had not personally
ing the Senate.
Alternate S.S.A.M. Rep.
Lawrence began by stating given 'Lawerence a reason for his·,,
Announcements were read that all decisions on re11oyations leaving. Lawrence said that since
and ·the meeting adjourned.
for the office move are coming that time he has spoken to Cha(Could you have said it better
out of the ad. hoc committee. He ney and that the resignation will
yourself,~ peanut gallery?)
is not making any input. He was be· resubmitted at the next
, The Notfbook . wishes the
·
asked to sit in on the committee Senate meeting.
entire SGA a relaxing and fun
meeting to listen, but not to vote.
break.
Next, he discussed the upcoming convention · at U Mass
Amher:st. 1st Vice President
John Beaton and Cabinet
Member Kim Murphy will be
c;)
attending
as "representatives
Cod and the islands of M~rtha's Vineyard and
Cd Ca~
from B.S.C. This convention
Nantucket have more good paying jobs open to
students and. teachers this summer than ever
will be holding seminars on matQ.. before.
A directory of employers listing thousands of these
Tuition, books, lab fees,
(./)
jobs also contains housing info and application
forms. No fees are charged,.
college living expenses-all seem
(./)
For an Immediate copy of the 1985 Directory via
to be climbing relentlessly. Well,
·1st Class Mail send $3.00 to;

•

FREE MOVIE

Tom Foley and Mike Volpone as
Senators at Large.· Assistant
Treasurer Beaton resigned and
was then sworn in as 1st Vice
President. 2nd Vice President
Nummelien passed the gavel to
Beaton. A motion was introduced to discuss the allocation of
m'oney for the purpose of an
SGA raffle. This motion was
sent to Ways and Means. The
next motion passed was to recognize MassPIRG t.o speak on
pertinent issues (see MassPIRG). The new senators were
then appointed to various committees. A motion was passed to

.
.
This past Tuesday mght 5
students from the BSC Chapter
of MassPIRG were present at
the SGA meeting. Kristina Robbins spoke briefly about the 3
projects MassPIRG is working
on this semester.John Beaton,
SG A 1st VP ,made a motion that
the ·floor be opened for questions. Matthew Donaghue,
former Student Trustee, asked
how MassPIRG was funded and
where the money goes. Mass:PIRG explained the process.
Two years ago a majority of
students at BSC signed a petition
supporting MassPIRG. Majority support was further confirmed in the SGA elections. By
signing the petition and voting,
students expressed their desire to
form a chapter of MassPIRG at
BSC. The chapter is funded by a
$3 per semester, per student
waivable fee. So although a
majority support MassPIRG,
the minority who do not wish to
support the organization may
waive the fee.
Presently,19 campuses in MA
have MassPIRG chapters. The
money from each campus goes
into a statewide fund. A student
board of directors, made up of
representatives from each campus, decides how to allocate this
budget. The money goes to funding local projects, to sponsor
statewide student training sessions, and to hire a staff of proffessionals to work with us.
Because we are statewide and
because we can hire professionals to work with us, we can have
an impact beyond the local com-
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the Army. Today's Army College
Fund is climbing too. You can
now accumulate over $25,000
for college, if you qualify.
What's more, you'll study,
learn and become pro:6.cient in a
useful skill. Ir could be a skill
with so wide an applia1.tion in
both military and ciVilian life that
i~ might help .you decide what
to take in college.
If you're determined to go
on to college, but you don't know
where the money is corning
from, pick up anArmy College
Fund booklet from your local
recruiter. It offers several options
. you'll want .to investis;?ate. Stoo
by or call: SFC JOHN KEMP
6 Trescott St.

· Taunton, Ma.

ARMY.
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The Comment

Organized Crime

international newe
in brief•• ·•••••••••.~-.

By
Kevin Dwyer
Staff Writer

Compiled by
Dan Grinnell
Staff Writer

On Tuesday, February 26, a
forty-one page indictment was
handed down by the New York
district attorney against the most
influential men on the American
organized crime scene. _The
indictment charged the alleged
leaders of the Gambino,
Bonanno, Lucchese, Genovese
and Columbo families with fif- ..
teen counts of racketeering, and
also alleged that the accused parties compose "The ,Commission," which reputedly controis
Mafia activity in New York and
throughout the country.
FBI Director William Webster accused "The Commission"
of ordering the execution of
troublesome Mafia members,
and of infiltrating and corrupting organized labor. Webster
also alleged their involvement in
drug-trafficking and prostitution. AU five of the accused were
freed after posting a combined
$4 million bond.
In Boston last month, the
Bank of Boston pleaded guilty to
a charge leveled by the Securities
and Exchange-Commission that
the bank had failed to report
$1.2 billion in international cash
transactions. ·Treasury Department investigations unconvered
evidence linking over $7 million
of the unreported cash transactions to two companies owned
and operated by the family of

From UPI Sources
Mexican officials have arrested four suspects in the disappearance of an American drug agent. Charges have not been brought
against the four. Police say three of those arrested are former
Mexican Federal agents and the fourth is a private pilot. Mexican
officials say Tomas Morletis the "mastermind" of the plot and was
picked up at the request of Francis Mullen, the Administrator of
the Drug Enfor~ement Agency. Mullen has charged Mexican
authorities with helping another suspect escape. According to
U.S. officials, Enrique Camarena was kidnapped on the orders of
Mexico's top smugglers. There is still no word on the whereabouts
of the American agents.
Poland expelled the U.S. Military Attache' and his wife on
charges of spying. The Polish government says Frederick Myer
took pictures of a Polish military installation while trespassing in
a restricted zone. The Pentagon denies the Myers were spying.
The U.S. is calling the treatment of the couple by Polish officials
"crude" and "illegal". The Pentagon claims Barbara Myers, wife of
the attache', was forced to undress as she and her husband were
held incommunicado for six hours. Poland has de!J.ied the
charges.
In retaliation for the expulsion, the United States ordered the
Polish military attache' and his wife out of the country. Such "eye
for an eye" retaliations are common in cold war strategy. The U.S.
has also postponed science and technology talks that were to
begin in Washington. White House spokesman Larry Speakes
warned Poland the U.S. will "really get tough" if that nation
· doesn't cease its unwarranted actions against American diplomats. Also in retaliation, the top U.S. diplomano Warsaw will
delay his return to Poland.
·
.
The deadlock between the United States and New ·Zealand
continues. Prime Minister David Lange met with Deputy Assisant Secretary of State William Brown in Los Angeles to discuss
the widenillg rift between Wellington and Washington. New Zealand refused to let American nucl~ar warships dock in its ports a
few weeks ago. Prime,. Minister Lange wants to protect the
ANZUS alliance with the U.S., New Zealand, and Australia

Bank of Boston has agreed to doesn't mean you don' make
pay a $500,000 fine in connec- mistakes," said bank chairman
tion with the charges, but the Brown. But it's not that simple.
fine itself is not directly related The evidence unearthed regardto the Angiulo transactions.
ing the Bank of Boston's dealWhat does all of this mean?
ings with the Angiulo family
Basically it means that nothing should lead to more federal
has really changed. Since Roose- investigations and, hopefully,
velt lifted Prohibition, organized more indictments. Currently,
crime -has gone underground. the Provident Institution for
There are no more Al Capones Savings is reportedly under
or.Baby-Face Nelsons shooting investigation by the Securiti~s
it out in the streets of Chicago or and Exchange Commission, but
New York, trying to ·bump-off no evidence has yet ..,.-:.r.n
the rival gangs. But that doesn't uncovered.
mean the mob's not around.
As far as "The Commission"
They just work together now.,
arrests are concerned, it is now
..The Commission,"according up to the New York district
to the previously mentioned attorney•s office to· prove
indictment, was formed in 1931 · ·'beyond a reasonable doubt'"
to c::onsolidate the power of the that the heads of the five families
Mafia in New York City. Since .are guilty.
then, its influence has spread like
Pressure and persistance by
a cancer throughout the entire the FBI and other law enforceUnited States.
Former FBI ment agencies will be required if
Director J. Edgar Hoover once significant changes are to be
called organized crime in this made in the way organized crime
country "'a big business . ., That's operates in this country. At this
exactly what it is. Organized moment, the best attornies
crime now operates through sup- money can buy are putting
posedly decend and unsordid together a defense of some sort
institutions like brokerage that will stand up against the evihouses, real estate agencies, and dence the New York DA
banks. Mobsters today know obtained through a bug planted
enough to form companies - 1. in a Lucchese family member's
even corporations - through car. The courts will now decide.
which they can launder money
But remember, next time you
and deposit i~ in Swiss banks in see The Godfather or ••The
case some institution -the Bank Untouchables," it's not all fake.
of Boston- gets caught han- An organized crime syndicate
dling their cash in this country. does exist in this country, and
Bank of Boston maintains Elliot Ness doesn't always catch
that a two year long internal the crooks. But this time, he has.

reputed mobster Gennaro investigation has discovered no Hurray for the good
Angiulo.
evidence of .. unlawful motive" Bank. qf .. Boston ·.chairman on. the part of the. b.~nk. or any

despite his country's antinuclear stance.

In a story in the New York Times, confirmed by government
officials, Pakistan almost illegally obtained fifty· U.S. made
triggers for atomic weapons. After a tip-off, custom officials
seized the triggers just before being,. flown out. of the Houston
Airport. A Pakistani who was charged with arranging the shipment spent three months in detention after his trial. He has since
been deported.
·
Soviet forces in Afghanistan have killed hundreds of civilians in
attacks. According to western dipl0mats in India, Soviet.troops
have made bombing and artillery ·attacks on villages around
Kabul. The sources say the attacks are attempts to cut off support
for anti-communist rebels. The attacks are also an indication of
the Soviet Union's determination to continue the war in the
countryside. Jack Whe~ler of the Freedom Research Foundation
also told Congress that the Soviet Union is creating a famine in
Afghanistan in order to defeat rebels fighting the Soviet troops.
1

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, while visiting Italy,
has promised that the Soviet Union will work "honestly" for an
arms agreement in Geneva later this month. He said that success is
possible if the U.S. stops stockpiling arms. He also urged Italian
leaders to join the Soviet Union in protesting the "Star Wars"
anti-missile plan.
In the Soviet Union, the communist party newspaper Pravda is
calling for a ban on all nuclear weapons testing. The paper says ,
that the ban would create a "felicitous atmosphere" for the upcoming arms control talks. The U.S. says that a treatybanningunderground weapons test would be hard to verify. The Reagan
Administration has also said the Soviet Union is already violating
existing treaties. Caspar Weinberger has said that the "Star Wars"
- defense plan is not going to prevent the two nations from reaching
arms control agreement.

William L.· Brown said on' Feb.;
ruary i I thijt the bank had a
twenty year reJat~onship with the
Anghilo family and used "poor
judgement" in·.· permitting. the
two companies to carry out. the
transactions without reporting
them to the federal government.
However, when · questioned
about the involvement of bank
employees in the dealings,
Brown firmly retorted, "No one
took a dime."

~uvs~

·

empJoyee and thiit :•'any: qiie"stions or even innuendo thatthere
has _been,.anx.'cq[}neptijp~: \Yitn)~
crime sindrcat~:,:~s·\f.aJ$e:,.;;~t· •· ., .•
s6nally, l,beli~ve t'h~t.·'~
fact ·.remains . that the.· BanJC ·•· t)F ·
Boston did transport mane)' ·~~2~~~!?!!!:~~!!~041t
from its North End .branch overseas, thus aidiµg Angiulo whose· "reputedH connections
with the mob go back to before
World War II.
"Simply because you're big

I Said a Prayer

S.G.A. OFFICE HOURS

Extended!
The Student Government Association
is now open from 9:00. a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
(closed 30 minutes for lunch break)

There are two" I.B.M. Selectric II
typewriters for student use. If we can be of
·any assistance, please drop by or call Ext.
~167~
.

For Y .ou Today
l said a prayer for you today
And know God must have heard
I feh the answer in my heart
Although he spok'e no word!
I didn't ask for wealth or fame ,
(l knew you wouldn't mind)1 asked Him to send treasures
Of a far more lasting kind!1 asked that He'd be near you
At the start of each new day
To grant you health and blessings
A.nd friends to share your way!
I asked for happiness for you
In all things great and small~·
But it was for His loving care
I prayed the most of all!

an

The fighting in the Middle East continues ..Lebane~e an~ Israeli
troops clashed in southern Lebanon. Each side offers a dtffe~ent
story on.how the fighting got started. The Lebanese army ~1~1ms
Israeli troops advanced and began shelling Leban~se po~1tions,
causing the army to retaliate. Israel says two guerillas with grenade launchers advanced on the Israelis in occupied southern
Lebanon. The clash came. on the eve of a U.N. Security Council
. meeting which discussed Lebanese complaints· of Israeli. attac~s
on suspected guerilla strongholds. Israel, in an effort to avoid
guerrilla attacks, has declared a curfew in souther~ Lebanon.
Leaflets. announcing the curfew were dropped by helicopter over
the area.

President Reagan. admits that open recognition of rebels is. not
going to get them aid. He has been pressuring Congress to
approve 14 million dollars in covert aid to.help the "contras" in·
their fight against Nicaragua's Sandinista. govern~.ent. Reagan
expects popular support for the spending bill once it is m~de clear
that current government is a communist thr::eat. The president has
been quoted as saying he would like to remove the "present
structure" of the government in Nicaragua.
Apparently pressure against the S~ndinis~as is w?rking. Presi~
dent Daniel Orte~a said his country will stop import mg arms from
the Sovfot Union. He will also send home ~about 100 Cubans
military advisers. U.S. ~ources estimate t~~t out of ~he ten thouPeace talks for the Middle East are going slowly ..Si!11on P~res,
sand Cubans in Nicaragua, 3,500 are military advisers. Ortega
the Israeli leader, said Israel has agreed to negotiations wit~ ~
says he hopes that other Latin Ame~ican nations will acc~pt a.
Jordan-Palestine delegation. The U.S. is also expected to parttciregional peace treaty. A Nicaragµan diplomat says that President
pate in the talks. Peres has declared that he does not wat. the:U?
Ortega will meet with U.S. Secretary of State George Schultz. The
involv~d, ·~~~~~~as part ~~.t~e plain presented by Egyptian !esis~~te:·deP,a;~e.n.t s~y~ that ·while no ~eetit1.~, is sc~e~~l~~,,;QI\e,,w.\ll<
dent NruburaR.
··-· .... , ' ............ ~ ... ~ 1.. ._u.,,u.•.·-··'··'·'·"probablytalCeplace: '">:" ·-.>·~.. ·.• .. •,.; .· · • "··
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Enferfainxnent
USA for Afric

Bob Smith's

46 Superstars Band Together

Trivia
Tester
RULES

By Gregory Mathis
Staff Writer

1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to each
The recording session
Apparently Prince was playwinner ~1/hich are good at General Cinema Theatres.
occured on January 28th,
ing a concert and two of his
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by 2:00 p.m.
between the hours of 10 p.m
A rock 'n' roll superteam
bodyguards were arrested for
on the Friday following the issue date. Only one entry per contest-.
and 10 a.m. and a full length
has been formed in the Unibeating up a photographer.
ant. Comment employees are ineligible.
video is scheduled to be
ted States to help fight famGeldolf reported that Prince
3. There can only be two winners a week, thats all we can afford,
released documenting the
ine in the drought stricken
called up latter to add a guiso when there are more than two winners we'll have.a lottery.
recording session. The single
a.reas of South Africa. 'Such
tar track to the song, but was
4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College students,
and the double album are
top name recording artis. •as
refused because they wanted
faculty and alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the Combe~ng produced by Quincy
Michael Jackson, Lion .. l
his voice.
ment secretary between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. A
Jones and Bob Geldof,- who
Richie, Bruce Springsteen,
The list of the 46 pervalid !. D. must be approved by the secretary. ·The entry should
produ_ced Band Aid, has
Tina Turner, and Cyndi
formers that appear on the
include the answers, your name, address, and telephone number.
come over from England to
Lauper have joined together
record are as follows: Dan
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of the Comment.
offer assistance to the · Aykroyd; Harry Belafonte;
to form the band l lSA for
6. The person(s) with the most number of correct answers will be
project.
Afriea (United Support of
Lindsey Buckingham; Kirn
eligible to win the passes.
Bruce Springsteen, who
Artists for Africa). The band
Carnes; Ray Charles; Bob
has just .finished a year long
is similar to the group Band
Dylan; Sheila E.; Bob GelCONTEST NUMBER FOUR
tour of the United States
Aid which was formed in
dof; Daryl Hall; James
entered the project early in
England.
Ingram; Jackson 5 plus
I. What is the oldest letter in the English alphabet?
it's conception. It is . only
The USA for Africa single
LaToya; Al Jarreau; Waylon
2. In the TV show "The Brady Bunch"what was the occupation of
appropriate that "The Boss"
is entitled "We Are The
Jennings; Billy Joel; Quincy
Alice the housekeeper's boyfriend?
join a cause like this to help
World" and was co-written
Jones; Cyndi Lauper; Huey
3. What two states were admitted to the United States as a result of
people, because that is what,
by Jackson and Richie and is
Lewis and the News; Kenny
the Missouri Compromise?
he's been doing in every cit/
scheduled for release around
Loggins; Bette Midler; Willie
4. In the TV show"/ Dream of Jeannie" what was Dr. Bellows
he v:sits. Says Kragen, "The
March 18. The single will be
Nelson; John Oates; Jeffrey
wife's first name?
turning point was Bruce
released _on a seven-inch and
Osborne; Steve Perry; The
5. True or False: You can file for a divorce in the state of MassaSprinsteen's committment.
twelve-inch version and will
Pointer Sisters; Lionel
chusetts for the reason of impotency?
That legitamized the project
be followed by the release of a
Richie; Smokey Robinson;
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER THREE
in the eyes of the rock . Kenny Rogers; Diana Ross;
double album set .ineh1ding
iirireleased material for many - community."
Paul Simon; B'ftice-s'µ~n~n~g~-~•~wii~~~----•K•e•r•rylillilllliiKlliliiJ1...lei !iliJili l'lilliaiiiinililtldlm.U•a•y•G•o•rm•a•n••••••••11111m•
It hasn't been such an easy
of the rock "n' roll elite.
· steen; Tina Turner; Dionne
There were six entries for contest number three. Kerry and May
plight tq get Prince to appear
_ The project is being organWarwick; and Stevie
had all five answers corFect ..Congratulation to our winners:
on the record. Bob Geldol(
ized by Ken Kragen and it is
Wonder.
The answers to contest number three are:
was qouted in Rolling Stone
estima"ted that this effort
L UNIV AC
Donations can be sent to:
as saying, "Has he got other
could raise szoo million for
USA for Africa
2. Alka Seltzer
the people of Africa, as well' · things that are more impor11I2 North Sherbourne Drive
3. Comet
tant than trying to save peoas aiding the homeless in
Los Angeles, California
4. Television
ple's lives? Going to a disco?"
America.
90069
s. New York

WBIM. ·Excl-usive Interview with
The Nails

By· Mark Avery
Staff.Writer. ·

mean we absorb what we hear!
Douglas (sax _player) is from
Kingston; Jamaica, and has
'Thefollowing is .an interview played. with some of the finest
with RCA recording artists. The reggae bands in the known
Nails, recor.ded in the basement universe.
of the Paradise Theaier .in Bos- Doug Guthrie: Yeah, I played.
ton on.February 21. The·inter- with some, like Bob Marley in
view was conducted. by David his early days when Jacob Miller
Spuria, the . Assz'stam. Program was the lead singer. At the time.
Director of WBIM. Chris Lefeb· that's the type of music I was.
vre, WBIM's Assistant Music really digging in and it w~s beauDirector, arranged the interview tiful. It was an experience when I
, with RCA. I arranged and took joined The Nails. Actually at
onstage and backstage photos of first we had gotten into ·somt>
the group. The band members' kind of reggae type, you know,
were very friendly and talketi Rathska type of music. But we
freely with us. Here then is the changed ... because it was limiting
interview.
our musical energy and we
decided to really go into what
Dave (WBIM): Haw· do you we're doing now and we hope
enjoy Boston?
people will just like give us this
Marc . Campbell (lead singer): type of response we got in Bos:.
How did I enjoy Boston? How ton. So we're really happy for
would a nun enjoy heaven?
this. I'd like to say hey, if this
Dave: O.K.
works out, we'll always· come
Marc: l mean this was paradise back here and play for you guys.
for the bandl Boston has got to Dave~ Allrightt! If there's one
be, ahb~ I was overwhelmed! We thing you can say about The
had a ball tonight!
Nails its that they answer their
Dave: (Yes). it looked that way. questions to the fullest extent.
What influences have played a Where do you guys ... (laughter)
big part in what The Nails sound Doug: Nobody ever acq1sed us
of being succinct!!
like rightnow?
Marc: Well, the influences are Dave: Where do you guys come
early 60's garage bands~ .. every- from originally?
.
.
thing·we've ever listened to from Marc: Well as I said, Douglas
the Velvet Underground to. The . Guthrie
is from Kingston,
Dqors tocThe::Sta:ndeH.s' to.:J:he ·•'Jamaica: . 1.·y.ras bQ{n .in. ·Te~as,·
13th · Pfoo'r · ·Eieva~ors;' 'u~h·, ·I. 'Steve O'R:ourke is a Bronx man.
1

There's (two) guys from Long.:
lsland-: ..David and George
Kaufman. Mike Ratey's a New
York · City boy. Mr. Boris
Kinkaid- he's ~rocker from New
Y~>rk City. We're generally all
New Yorkers from various part5
of the world but we converged in
New York City six years ago.
Thats where ·we've been and
thats probably where we'll stay.
But theres a temptation to shift
our home base to Boston
(laughter).
.
·
Dave: The temptation of the
. Rock'n'Roll chard E! How did
you guys arrive at the name The
Nails?.
Marc: It was the simplest thing
imaginable. We just arrived at
the name The Nails. There's
absolutely no occult or philisophical or . spiritual or _·significance. Its· just a plain, simple,
direct name like. ah. pountang
(laughfer).
.
Doug: In truth, Marc don't
wanta say these things but The
Nails really know ... The nail is
the structure of putting things
together, of coming together·, of
like really nailing that music into
your heart and soul. You see, the
nail has been around. and you
know it has all kinds of different
things about it, you know!!!
Marc: We are the construction
workers of new music!!

Marc: NONO!!
Doug: We're the nails in the
music.
Marc: · We're .the Jerks at
Work!!(la\lghter):
·.·.
Chris! Maybe you could do a
rendition of YMCA for us then?
Marc: No- we do a killer of
Re.lax though!(laughter).
Dave: I'd like to hear that. Question here though, what do you
guys think of college radio?
Marc: Well, college radio is definately the harbinger. or the vanguard ·of whats happening in
music~ Without college radio we
could't wake up the big beast

known as commercial or... top 40 .
radio which has been so asleep
its like Lou Albano or its got
calcified calcium . deposits on
their medu~la oblongata! T.he
fly, the fly, thats what keeps the
elephant alert.
Dave: What bands do you like to
listen to ... right now that you are
still going on.
Marc: I like Run DMC, Yellowman, U-2, the New Velvet
Underground which · is an old
Velve.t Underground from 1968.
Oh, I like Husker Du, I like the
Butt Hole Surfers: ..
See INTERVIEW next page

From~left to right: Marc Campbell (singer of The Nalls), D.avld

. ~~:k? (WBJ~): ·Ljke .Men .a:L··· ~p~rl~·-,~~~-·~~' and·Steve_O'_Ro~rkeJ.s:a_~~~~~~~ti:·Marl(.A"e•)'·
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Th
an Season
"The Price of Fame ...
is Murder"

'BIM Exclusive...................
Doug: I like all these groups basically Marc is into because basically we listen to most of the
same groups so we feed and get
energy. And I'm into other
groups (with) some sax players
like Charlotte Parker;· Weng
Charter, King Curtis and others.
I try to bring these elements
together with The Nails and you
know just generate an energy so
we could say Hey, let it all hang
out!!!
.Dave: Alright! Who writes the
songs for the band?
Marc: I write the lyrics. The
songs are a collaborative effort
between all of the members of
the band.
Dave: The music, right?
Marc: The music is an explosion
that comes out of everybody,
body and heart, in the band. I
just write the lyrics, that's it!!
Dave: O.K. And a couple more
questions here. What (at this
point David Kaufman, ·the
band's keyboard player walks
· downstairs)
Marc: This, by the way, is Dave
Kaufman over here, our key.board player. You might want to
address a question to him.
David: I'm glad to be here and
come down the steps (laughter).
Chris: Down in the baseme'nt of
the Paradise.
Marc: David is the other
cofounder of .The Nails, along
with . myself... David and I'
founded the band in 1976.
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Dave (WBIM): O.K. Wow!!
You guys have been together for
a long time.
Marc: Nine years!!
Dave: Nine years .. A_lright,
speeding it right up here-What
song on the album is your favor- .
ite one?
Marc: Home of the Brave has
got to be my favorite one.
Doug: Horr: of the Brave is a
great song out my favorite is
'Juanita' the wild girl, the city
girl, the girL you don't know
what she's gong to do next.
What's she going to do now?
(laughter). Its a great sax part, it
says Juanita Juanita· .. David,
what's your favorite?
David: I'd_ say Juanita's my
favorite too. And just wait till we
record whats on our 2nd album.
Those are the songs we really
like!
Dave: In conclusion, what do
you guys want to say to the
audience out there?
Marc: To the Boston audience,
spefically to the Bridgewater
audience, the (whole) New England audience, as I said tonight
on stage, you've given us a-reason to go on living.
Doug: As I said before, it takes
the response to give you the soul
and the kind of response we've
got we can give .down deep and
play our best and generate the
1ype of feeling we want to give
them,..;-Thank. you!!!
Marc: Thanks to WBIM !! !

Kimberly J. Murphy
Staff Writer
REVIEW /MOVIE:
The Mean Season; starring Kurt
Russell, Mariel Hemingway and
Richard Jordan.
The Mean Season starts out
like any murder mystery - seedy
atmosphere, intense background
music and naturally, a murder.
But, unlike most other murder
mysteries it attempts to explore
the morality of a man caught
between his desire for fame and
his horror of being a murderer's
pawn.
Malcolm Anderson (Russell)

ing. The Mean Season holds
ones attention consistently
throughout the film. Richard
Jordan as the murderer is excellent in portrayirtg the certain
mad charm that is so necessary
(it seems) for a believable psychopath. Hemingway redeems
herself as the innocent victim,
caught between her lover's desire
for fame and her determination
for a quieter life for the both of
them. But, the movie. itself
be1ongs to Russell, who again
demonstrates that he has more
talent than the Disney studios
ever imagined.

seems to have stumbled across a
reporters dream ~ an exclusive
line to a sensational murder , a
man who craves his own form of
adulation. Anderson has been
chosen by the murderer to be his
conduit to the people. Yet, as in
all cases of sensationalized communication, the med fa's attention turns. to the figure most
accessable - in this case Anderson. The murderer resents the
switch in attention and turns on
Anderson by kidnapping Anderson's fiancee (Hemingway) - her
life for Anderson's fame.
Despite some cheap scares
and a slightly conventional end-
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"The All-American· Showj'
27th Annual Grammy Awards

time he got up in the.morning to two most prestigious awards, pleted her miraculous comeback standing reeordings of the pre..:
the time he went to bed, con- Album of the Year and Record . by capturing Female Rock vious year•. but the contributions
tained some of that spirit. Capi- of the Year. Lionel Richie (uh- Vocal for "Reitter Be Good To of important figures inthe development of the music industry as
Although almost a week has talism and award ceromonies for um) won this award for his Me."'
Springsteen, who received his a whole. This recognition is symgone by, the unmistakeable some reason don't go hand in album Can~t Slow Down. The
voice and face of John Denver is· hand. Awards are to reward the album has been on the Rolling first Grammy ever, was nomi- bolized by the Lifetime Achieve·
still playing havoc with my best and capitalism is to make Stone Top Fifty Chart for 66 nated in three categories. He ment Award, and this year's
brain. As host of tne 27th annual profit. So are the Grammy weeks now,. and the academy won the Grammy for Male Rock honor went to conductor and
Grammy Awards, Denver's per- awards set up so that the people - probably felt sorry Richie lost Vocal on "Dancing in the Dark" composer Leonard Bernstein. It
formance was even more "out- honored will generate· profit? the award to Michael Jackson which ·was also nominated for was a chance for the millions
rageous" than that of Lionel This show made it evident that last year, so they gave it to him Record of the Year. Cyndi viewing in 40 countries to idealthese prestigious award ceromo- this year. (Of course everyone Lauper was the runaway winner ize on the impact music has had
nies are big business, and with remebers Jackson's Pepsi com- for Best New Artist. Rounding on society and vice-vera. But
big business· comes politics and mercials last year, so for the 1986 out the major awards were: Phil when it was over the true side of
corruption. First we lost base- Grammy's watch and see what Collins (Best Male Pop Vocal the academy was shown and
Richie's as host of the American ball to big business, then Chev- stars are selling themselves to Performance) and Group Rock viewers were brought back to
Music Awards. It is quite appar- rolet to Japanese imports, and predict next year's winner). Per- Vocal, to Prince and the reality, knowing that they had
ent that Mr. Denver needs homemade apple pie just doesn't sonally I felt this particular Revolution.
just witnessed three-plus hours
stronger· contact lenses or acting taste the same; now the Gram- award symbolized two trends in'
As in year's past, the Academy of America (and Los Angeles) at
lessions, or something. I hope my's. What does America have the music award industry, a) has not only recognized the out- her best!
the academy takes the time to left?
commercialism (Richie) is more
review Denver'~ performance
What was left of the show, if important than real life values,
and sets out next year to provide you were not dwelling on its and b) the academies consistent
the viewing public with someone effect on American society, was favoritism of pop over rock.
more accomplished in the fields not a complete bomb as far as With these prejudices in. effect,
of reading and speaking.· I'm the entertainment value was con- the other four nominees were
almost positive . that Eddie cemed. There were outstanding trailing from the beginning. It
Murphy, Dustin Hoffman, or live ·performances by Tina was_ felt by ~ost m.usic (rock)
Here is a list of the winners in the Rock Instrumental: "Cinema,"
Meryl Streep could read the cue Turner ("Whats Love Got To experts however, that Prince and
27th annual Grammy Awards held Yes.
cards and pronounce such Do With It'), Cyndi Lauper .. Bruce Springsteen had the best
on February 26 in Los Angeles:
Female R&B Vocal:"! Feel For
names as Tina.TurnerandCyndi ("Time After Time') and a sec- chance to win this award since
RecordoftheYear:"WharsLove You,"Chaka Khan.
Lau per, which Denver had trou- ti on dedicated to the new trend they have both shared the# 1 and
Got To Do With It, "Tinil Turner. Male R&B Vocal: "Caribbean
ble with. It would also assure '. in electronic gadgetry featuring #2 spot on music ·charts since
Album of the Year: ''Can't Slow. Queen," Billy Ocean.
Down,·· Lionel Richie.
Group .. R&B Vocal: "Yah Mo B,
viewers that the host will not the likes of Herbie Hancock, July, and both of their albums
steal the show and win all the Thomas Dolby, Stevie Wonder, were released this year.
Song of the Year: What's Love There," James Ingram, Mich1a·w·-~,,,;1
awards as Richie d.id in the Lio- and Howard Jones. Other perTina Turner also released her
Got To Do With It, '"Graham Lyle, McDonald.
Terry Britten.
,
R&B. Instrumental: "SoundSys·
nel Richie, I mean American fo.rmers included Hank Willi- album this year and it was felt by
Music Awards. I was quite confi- ams~ Jr. (who cares?), Kenny most that even her album had a
Best New Artist: Cyndi Lauper.i tern," Herbie Hancock.
dent, however, that Johrl Denver Loggins, Chaka Khan, Chaka better shot than Richie's. HowMale Pop Vocalist: "Against Ali R&B Song: "! Feel For You,"
would not capture top Male Pop Khan, Chaka Kahn {l couldn't ever, hef great comeback perforOdds," Phil CoUins-;
Prince.
Female Pop Vocalist: "What's Female Country Vocal: "Jn My
Vocalist.
resist), and Amy Grant. The mance was rewarded in other
The huge lack of success of final live performance was given categories. She was the recipient
Love Got To Do With It," Tina Dreams,_" Emmylou Harris.
this _year's award cerornonies "'by Prince and the Revolution, a of· the second most presigious·e Turner.
Male Country Vocal: "That's the
was not solely the fault of the below-par rendition of "Baby award Record of the Year for her
Female Rock Vocal: "Better Be Way Love Goes/' Merle Haggard.
host.The academy made an hon- I'm A Star" featuring Sheila E. single "What's Love Got To Do
Good To Me," Tina Turner.
Group Country Vocal: "Mama
est attempt to show their true banging the drums and Jerome, With It." The song also earned.
Male Rock. Vocal: "Dancing in He's Crazy, "The )udds.
\ ..:~· ..
American spirit in every way. It Morris Day's sidekick in the her Female Pop Vocal Perthe Dark," Bruce Springsteen.
Best Video, Short Form: "David
could be assumed that the three- movie Purple Rain.
·
former and earned songwriters
Group Rock Vocal: "Purple Bowie," David Bowie.
minute Pepsi commercial which
Prince's performance was fol- Gra·ham Lyle and Terry Britten
Rain," Prince and the Revolution.
•$song oftheYear:''Turtiercom.:.
i
'
·•
featured .Mr~, Richie fn?m411e· lowed by.the.vresentation;·ofthe
. l'
.
'
.
By Gregory Mathis
Staff Writer

Commentary

In ·case you missed it, the
winners were ..•
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BEARS BUSINESS
By
Mike Storey
Staff Writer

It's tourney time for Bridgewater State College these' days
with women's basketball, gymnastics, and swimming all competition.
The women's hoop team (251) was the number one seed·· in
the NCAA Division III regional
tournament up at Salem State
this past weekend. They went
into the Friday night opener
against Rhode Island College
(18-5) with a 24 game winning.
streak on the line. Coincidently,
RIC was the last team to beat
our Lady Bears (85-75) earlier in
the year. They playe~ the winner
of the Salem State- Western
Conneticut contest on Saturday.
Hopefully when you read this,
preparations are being made for
another trip to Pennsylvania to
take on the winner of the MidAtlantic regional on the road to
the final four.

As you are busily typing out your
pa~e thesis papers, giv~ng
nerve raking speeches for a commumcat1ons class, a~d p.uttmg
aside your airplane tickets for Fort Lauderdale, M1a~1, and
Montreal. it is time to reflect on a superb, if not stupendous I985
women's basketball season.
While you have been digging into Beethoven's 5th symphony in
dial access, as well as Twelve Angry Men and Free To Choose, the
_:. . women's basketball team has given us many thrills ·and close ball
games throughout the 1984-1985 season. Bridge~ater~s wome~'s
squad. headed by outg()ing senior captain Cathy Baker who hails
from Falmouth, and a personal selection for the North-East Hoop
Magazine all-star team. won their first ever Massachusetts State
Conference basketball title with a 12-0 conference record. The
team finished out the year with a 25-1 record, with their only loss
coming in their second game of the year (November 20th) to.
Rhode Island College in Providence. RIC was also BSC's opponent in the first round of the NCAA regionals at Salem State this
past weekend. A little trivia for you about this season, especially if
you are doing yqur Burnell Avenue sequence. Eh, Amel ~ar?
Bridgewater's biggest margin of victory was against Salve Regma,
Newport R.I. way back in January.• 79-30 (49). The smallest
margin of victory, save for the Gordon College forefit, was back
on February 9th against Salem State at Kelly Gym when the Bears
won by 3 points, 51-49.
·
To average 74 points per ball game to an opponent's 50.4 ppg,
to have a coach who in three years has an outstanding65-14(.823J
record, to have a senior player cap off an outstanding colegiatc
· career with her J,OOOth point, all are deserving of praise from
everyone in the BSC community, as well as the Town of Bridgewater.
_
As a reporter. and an avid fan of women's coll.egiate basketball.
this is the time of the year where everyone asks "Who are you . ·~
choosing for all-star teams?" Although it may not count for some
~
organizations. I think this here wil(count. My selections for The
Comment Outstanding Players of the Year in women's basketbal'
~·
go to:
. Cathy· Baker, senior, East Falmouth, Ma.
Captain, North-East Hoop A II-Star selection,
and
JoAnn Runge, sophomore, N. Quincy, Ma.
North East Hoop All-Star selection.
I also have selected third year Head Coach, and Athletic Director Bo Ruggiero as North East Hoop Coach of the Year for 1985.
And now some final thoughts before you forget to put in your
tropical coconut tanning oil, your bathing suits, or your planning
to just sleep for the extent of SPRlNG BREAK, like yours truly.
and someone from Union Street Station.
·
So
we have had so much happening here at BSC that we
have toJbank some people for giving ~s a hand when we needed it
the most. · ...
Thanks .tQ Ellen Cheval!er,Gina Gallerani, Joy Fessler, Chris
Ati,dersen (al} .of you, g·ood luck, espec1a~ly if Albany State is in
yoµr<l)laps ()n March 9 at the. ECAC's), .Mike Storey. Bo Ruggiero, ana ·eyeryo-ne on. The comment Sp()'rts staff, as .wel 1as up at
WBlM-FM.. l personall~ .also want to thank R.obert Duquette,
Shawn Woods, William Foresta.( a.man who l can get a package of
cheese and crackers and jelly beans from when I need it) from
Sacred Heart High School in Kingston, as well as everyone in the
Mayflower League for providing Southeastern Massachusetts
with some exciting basketball.
Seriously, if your going to be i::rnt during the SPRlNG BREAK,
please remember, DRINKING AND DRIVING CANKILL A
FRIENDSHIP! Besides which, I need readers. l do not need to
read about readers in the obituary column of the local newspaper.
Until you return, golden brown from your tanning t~ips to Ft.
Lauderdale, or ravagely burning from your war in Miami, have a
super break, and get into the Bears spirit.

The women's gymnastics team at 150 and Brian Mills (4th) at
(7-2) had just a super season this 177. Look for this team to be very
year. They traveled to Rhode strong next year, you watch.
Island College this past weekend
Varsity spring sports all start
for the_ New England Division up regular practices today. The
III Women's Gymnastics Cham- baseball team is prety much set
pionships. Our ladies have a with their roster. However, those
good shot at being one of the top interested in men's and women's
finishers in the meet.
,
track, softball, or men's tennis
They have a good chance of can still try out. Check in the
qualifying for the ECAC cham- Athletic Office (library) for more
pionships at the Albany State as info.
Intramural playoffs for all
a team. If they don't rpake it as a
team BSC will still be well winter ·programs are underway.
represented by. many individual Championship games will be
performers. Good luck, ladies.
played this week. Check IM
The men's swim team were at Board for times and dates of
Springfield College this past. games.
Spring intramural programs
weekend as well, competing in
the New En_gland Chamion- (street. hockey and softball) will
ships. Coach Yeskewicz thinks begin the first week after Spring
our 400 free relay team has an Break. A captain's meeting will
excellent chance at finishing be held tomorrow (March 5) in
the Kelly Gym at 11:00 a~. Rules
high up there.
The men's wrestling team (7-9) and rosters will be given out at
finished up the season last week this time. No rosters will be
in the New Englands at Wes- . accepted after Friday (March 8).
1eyan College. Top finishers for
Street hockey this year will be
the Bears were Greg Wilson (6th) a "no checking" _league to cut
down on the number of injuries
that have been so prevalent in
past years. If you have problems
with this, don't play.
**SIDELINES**
Last week at the BSCFootball
~apquet senior linebacker Rick
"Sickness" Donnelly carted
away most of the awards. He was

********************
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Anthony G. Fagen
Spqrts Editor

Discover half-price paperbacks at ,Annie~s
*Browse through over 30 categoties
from b.estsellers to rare finds

*Buy gently read· paperba~ks .at haH-priCe
o.r trade you~s for credit and save more!!! ·

CENTRAL

Restaurant
Steak.House
&Pizia
We offer you the most complete
menu in Bridgewater, everything
from Steak to Pizza, Wfne and Beer,
All .at a price affordable to you.

An alternative---:..------f~~~
to ca/eteria
Wine & Dine
cuisine!·
697.:8930

Annie's Book Stop"
The Great American Book Exchange
.

1753 South Main St.
(Next to D'l\ngelo's) .
Brockton, Mass.

NEXT TO

OPEN
D;YS

MARKET
RICO'S
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. Player A ward as well as the
"Coaches Award". Captain
Steve Hugh es was given the
Sportsmanship Award. Congratulations, guys ... Junior
Laure Rota was named to the
BSC "Most Wanted" list. An
honor she has been after for a
long time. I guess the beers are
on Laurie now ... 4th quarter
schedules for the Kelly Gym. are
now available in the gym lobby.
Yes, thereare more pool hours. .. This is be nice to Karen Frederico week so anyone seeing her
on campus give her the big wave... Hope ·everyone .has an excel. lent Spring Break. See you in a
few weeks.

Mond~y,

Eady Bears
By
Doug Benson

pts/ game and averaged 6.8
·rebounds/ game. The other playStaff Writer
ers on the team include Fran
Leeman a 5'6 junior (who averThis season the Lady Bears of aged 7.2 pts. /game while playing
Bridgewater have been riding guard) and 5'6 junior guard
atop the NCAA (Div. 3 ) Michelle Currie. The five
Women's Basketball League; remaining players are all freshposting a 25- 1 record and estab- man and I sense that all of them
lishing a new (Div.3) consecutive will play a instrumental role in
game winning streak of 24 the development of this fine
games. Incredibly enough the team over the next few years.
Lady Bears average 74 points a The freshman include Carolyn
game while holding their oppo- Borizan (a candidate for·
N.E.Rookie of the Year), Katnents to a mere 50 points.
Consequently, the Lady Bears hleen Hartley, a 5'8 forward
1984-'85 regular season con- from Wrentham,MA; Martha
eluded just over a week ago but Smith, a 5'6 forward from Walover the weekend the Lady Bears tham,MA;Sheila Maloney, a 5'5
travelled to Salem St. for tour- guard out of Higganum,CT.
r\ament competition., On Friday
At this time I would like to
.night (Feb. 27) BSC faced the give praise to the people who
no. 4 team in the tournament don't always get the credit. You
( 18-5) Rhode Island College. · know the people behind the
(BSC's only loss· came at the scene, such as the trainers: Mike
hands of RIC in the second game Frawley and Jodi Whyte and the
of the season). If B~C won they manager Donna Daisy.
would play the wmner of· the
Two people that can't be overSalem St./ W. Conn. game on....._ looked and are most vital to the
Saturday night at 8:00 p.m. for team are Bo Ruggerio, the head
the right to be c.alled the N.E. coach of the Lady Bears, who
(Div. 3) Woman's basketball . with his assistant and former
champio~s. .
•
player" Dede Enabenter, proIn rev1ewmg BSC s accomp- vides experience expertise and
lishments this .season the tea.m caring on and ofr the court for
knocked off, .or better yet d~s- this high-spirited team. Looking
mantled, theu arch ~nem~es over the last two seasons, the
Salem State 62-47 at the b:gm- team has compiled a47-4 regular
ning of the season. Two mghts season record, gaining national
later BSC humb~ed ti:is~ _years recognition in Div. 3 ball while
numb_!!r 1 team ~n DlVlsIO.n. 3 under the guidance of Bo RugWomens ~al~ with tenacious giero and Debe Enebenter.
Consequently, Bo Ruggerio's
defense,. w1~mng 73-51.
Headmg mto the last half of strategy is very simple and funthe se.,as~n B.sc. kno.cked off damental. He emphasizes team,
Clark Umvers1ty (m tnple over- unity, and togetherness. What

~~~!~,j;fs~>,~~~=::a;:.~~~~~ ~~~ go::!~i~r;~p ~~~ad:0~e~!
Clark University and Salem
State were ranked in the top ten
in New England.
Individual efforts should not
be overlooked. Cathy Baker, the
senior captain ofthe Lady Bears
led the team in scoring (15.2
pts/game), rebounding
(12.5/ game), and field goal per- centage (54.8%). Carolyn Parsley had a. l 3pt. game average,
and pulled down close to seven
boards a game. Another leader
on the court is sophomore guard
Joan.ne Runge, last seasons N.E.
Rookie of the Year. She led the
team in assists (7.8/ game) and
steals (2.9 /game) while scoring
10.2 pts. /game. Even if the statistics do not show it, Lori Boylan and Laurie O'Connell
provided the leadership and defensive thrust on the court and
Christine Choukas, a highly versatile forward/ center,. scored 11.4
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Bruins
By

Roger Spring
Staff Writer
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Wrestling
By

wonder if they're next and is a
Timothy Dris~oll
powerful motivator.At this point
Managing Editor
I'd venture to bet that they'dgive
The B.S.C. Wrestling Team
a lot for the sake of winning consistently
ended their season with tree
The Bruins are losing games
Wrestlers making the all-New
~ ·for two, interrelated reasons.
England Team.
. The first reason is the attitude
Brian Mills, a newcomer from
that they have had throughout
Wilkes College, place;third in the
the season. Instead of jumping on
177 pounds class. Greg Wilson,
the senior standout, placed
the ice trying to win, they go out
. there and try not to lose. The
fourth in the 1.50 pound class in
his final match as a Wrestling
difference is subtle but it is the
difference between winning and
Bear. He has been all-New Englosing, all other things being
land each season of his c~~reer.
equal.
Jeff Nummelin' placed sixth in
Obviously,allotherthingsaren't
the 158 pound class; He had
come in third place in his sophequal in the N.H.L. The Bruins
are still slightly lacking in overall
more year. Congratulations to
talent,which is the second reathe coach and all the Wrestlers
for a productive season. Good
son. There are a few outstanding
players on the team, of course,
luck to all.
but generally they have less bona- 1L-w--.-..--,...-r--.,....,.....')('"'r'J('"":.,;-x-OlfOOOOO(
fide superstars than those teams
that are doing yery well this year.
For instance, Charlie Simmer,
their leading goal scorer, has only
28 goals as to date. Also, it's been
quite some time since the Bruins
•
have had a legitimate perennial
This column has bt.:en donated
50 goal scorer.such as a Mike to all those people who have ever
Bossi or Jari Kurri. This lack wondered what a newspaper
becomes more evident in the does when it has extra space that
playoffs. During the regular sea- · t c~n't fill up. What it does is use
son this team can win games with r"iller; This is filler. It is usually
the personnel it has, but in the l.1id out very close to deadline,·
playoffs all the teams are going at - when no one can think of anytop speed a11d they seem to skate thing else to say, but they have to
faster and shoot better than the say it at length. Which is what we
Bruins.
are trying to do. Hope everybIt's too late to do anything ody learned something about
about that for this season, but at newspapers by reading this!!
least their attitude can improve.
Harry Sinden knows what it
takes to do this. It takes long,

Not since I was a pee-wee, sliding around the rink on double
runners, have I seen a more
lethargic bunch of hockey players than those imposters who,
disguised as the Boston Bruins,
showed up in New York on Saturday, 'Feb. 23 to recieve a 7-l
shelling from the Islanders.
Surely this wasn't the same
team whose tenacious play
earned them over one-hundred
points and first place in the
Adams Division last season. Perhaps the real Bruins were confused by the odd 5:30 p.m.
starting time or were trapped in
one of New York's famous traffic
jams and couldn't get to the game
in time.
While they haven't won a
Stanley Cup in recent years, the
Bruins have still been a ,team to
be respected and feat"ed by opponents, a t.eam that could play
odds-even with the cream of the
National Hockey· League. This
season things "·have been
different.
To say that they lack motivation is too simplistic and probably not true since it implies that
they are not trying. These are
professional athletes. They have
·reached this level of competition
only because they are driven by a
desire to exc·e1 to be as good as
their potentials allow at what
they do. On top of this is the fact
that they are playing for a paycheck, a rather nice paycheck.
They 're livelihood depends on
hard practices. Practices that pu\l
their winning hockey games. Seetlie team together and makes the
ing teammates and their coach
players feel that they deserve to
traded and fired makes players
win. His influence became evident when, after a week of hard
· practices, his team beat thePhiladelphia Flyers 6-1 at the Garden
on Thursday March l.
·

sp ec1·al

N 0 t1· ce '

Thanks!!
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Spring Break help wanted
Fast cash .. Dependable wor]<ing
students wanted to paint homes.
Write to Jeff Nummelin
155 Jaffrey St. E. Weymouth
Ma. 02188

Editor's Note:
,
The opinions. expressed in the sports commentaries do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of Th_e Comment, or 'of its editors.
P.S.: A II "bomb threats" and readers opinions are accepted: However, the mail will be searched for bombs!! Seriously, please write
and let us. know your opinions on .these sports columns.
Thank you.'
Anthony G. Fagen
Sports Editor

SENIORS:
MASSPIR.G

It's time to .start planning for your
entry level job search.
GET THE ATTENTION YOU DESERVE

.

.

.

R.ider -

---==-:1 'RA CK

,

e. s. um.·· es.
by

RESUME ·WRITING:

,Interested· in ·joining?
We meet everyday at 3:00
on the track .
Deadline to join is Thurs., March 7

Complete writing and preparation of a professional· resume
which will make you stand out among the crowd.

CALL·IN LETTER SERVICE:
Allows you to call in information 24 hours a day and have your
resume and a personalized cover letter sent·. in the next
business day's mail. A great way to actively cover the job
market and still enjoy your Senior year!

..

All work is done by appointment.only~
Call:

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

824~3391

Resumes by Rider
237 Whittenton Street
Taunton, Ma 02780
•. ,.• , , ,
(easy access from .Rt. 495)1 .
. . . . . . . .:.:
..•.,,,_
..
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Living
Horoscope~·

DEAR P.J..

Pisces (Feb 20-Mar 20) Spring
Break is finally here, it will prove
to be a "very productive one.

Dear P.J.,
I am a fresh.!Ilan girl who has
been seeing this guy for a few

Aries (Mar 20-Apr 20) Midterms are here. If you work hard
it will all be worth it when you
can relax next week.

years and I love him very much. I
think that I want to sleep with
him , but I am afraid of getting
pregnant.) can't get to the doctor at home bec.ause I am afraid .
my parents will find out and I
don't I:tave the money to go to a
doctor around here:

Taurus (Apr 21-May21) Time is
on your side, so take life at an
easy pace.
Gemini (May 22-Jun 21) Life is
wonderful when you are surrounded by people who love
you, and you are!

Afraid
Dear Afraid
First make. sure that you are.
positive this is what you want.
Sleeping with a guy is a big step.
Talk to him and see how he feels.
lf you both decide that you are
ready to make love then go over
to Health Service, there you can
make an appointment w1th the
school gynecologist. lfyou don't
want to go to Health Services
ti:ere is a clinic in Brockton
which can help. They have docto-rs that can give you a regular
exam and if you can't afford to
pay they can arrange for you to
p~y a small amount of nothing at
all.
Take Care

Cancer (Jun 22-Jul 23) Wild
times lurk in the future!

Leo (Jul 24-Aug 23) Romance
wilL sweep you off your feet.

The followin~ "Senolarship Capsule" nignlignts spec1f1c awart1 categories for tnose scnolarsnip programs requiring _direct
application by the individual studem.

ScholarJhlp Capaula • 1985

Libra (Sep 24-0ct 23) Plans for
your vacation will be made
effortessly.
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov 22) 1f
things aren ~t going your way,
they will soon.

Dear P.J.,
A few days ago I got into a
fight with one of my best friends
and I haven't spoken to her
since. I really want to.apologize-

have been friends too Iong.,_J am
too upset to talk to her and when
I try to she just walks away.

- financially deserving?

Alumni Association Scno1arsh1p·

• p1annmg a career in Educat1or,?

Alumni Association Scnolarsnip"
Delta Kappa Gamma Scholaranip Award·
Early Ct•1ldt>ood Education Award [1)
Kappa Delta Pi Scnotarsnip Award• ,
Or. Frederick A. Meier Secondary Education Award"

• an in-state 5tudent?

Student Go11ernment Assoc1at1on Senate Scno1arsn1p•
Stepnen G. Laskoff Memorial Scnolarsnip"
Alumni Association Scno111rsn1p•
Alumni Association Scnolarsn1p•
l.incotn Trust Company Scnotarsnip"
Stepnen G. Laskoff Memorial Scnolarsmp•
Student Government Association Senate Scnolarsn1p·
Dr. Henry Rosen Memorial Sc:nci1arsn1p·

for a career 1n Guidance Counse11ng, or an• .:,f tne
app11ec:t areas of Student Personnel worl<?
Dr. Wal!ace L Anderson Scnolarsn1p (2l

- a Junior. ma1oring in Art. Eng1rsr.. Foreign Language.
Pnilosophy. Speecn Communication or Tneatre Arts.
with a 3 3 QPA over 5 consecut111e semesters of s:udy at

:~~~ge~~t~;~d;~~ip ~~stn=r~~~r :r~~~1c

i1terary or
Dr earoara Chelils MerTiorral Scno1arsnip (3)

- a Senior. or graduate. who will be11s en roiled 1n a graduate
pro~ram 1n tne Field of Engl1sn?

Alumni Association scnolarsnip"
Stepnen G. Laskoff Memorial Scnolarsn1p•
l.1ncoln Trust Company Scnolarsn1p·
Student Government Association Senate Scholarsn1p"

- a good. all-around memoer ol tne Bridgewa!er State
College Community.?

"Would the boy or girl you were
yesterday be proud of the man or
woman you ·are today."

Don't keep putting off talking
to her; the longer you do the
harder it will be to talk to her.
Try to find..a card .or .write her a
. letter and explane how you feel.
; . If it is a. friendship really worth
$~Ving then don~t, .ignore the
· situation foxt~o long· or it may
get .w~rsejn~tead of '\)etter.

Alumni Associa•iol't Scnolarsn1p'
Lincoln Trust Comoany Scnolarsnip•
Henry F. Werner$' nolarship"

---·

WORDS OF WISDOM

Dear Friend,

- an academica!ly strong student?

• a Senior. ma1oring 1n Education. wno nas rendered service
to .l;lndge,'!1'~
\~e.,,ai:id wno nas n1gn sk1ll 1n

Aquarius (Feb 20- Mar 20)Candles are the key to true
relaxation.
Kristina ··Robbins

Friend

THEN YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE ..

- actively in•iolved in College aCt!viues?

(Dec n-Ja'1; 20

9

1r YOU ARE, ..

- an out-of-state s•· Jent?
• related to someone wno is an alumnus of Bridgewater
State Coll<-ge?

Sagitarius (Nov 23-Dec 21) Your
efforts to find the right person
continue.

'. ~:~1 t~16~Je~:~!r~t~ J~Jtt. ~t;J;it~
0

Und419radulrle SCholarshlp/Awerd• l'fogram Underway
Appticationa ar.e now a11ai1abte for d1str1but1on to students wno meet ehg1b1hty requtremenis for tne scnolarsnip award funds
which will be presented at Honors Day and Alumni Qay 1n May. Your assistance 1n encouraging wortnycand1dates is apprec1atea.
The applic..:uon deadline 1or most awards is Wednesday. Apr11 3, 1985 _

Virgo (Aug 24-Sep 23) The pain
you have been suffering will subside soon.

P.J.

1

•

Edward G. Elias Memorial Scn~larsnip (4)

- ·an undergraduate student attending scnool tnrougn tne
Program cf Continuing Education?
• ab: a to writs an award winning paper on the literary and/or
artistic elements in cn1ldren's bool<s?

lassitude (las 'e-tood',las 'e-tud')
Condition of wearin~ss, no pep

• a Senior, majoring in Education or a related field~ planning a
career working w1tn the nand1capped. particularly the
11nr1ng impa1,-.,d?

If a chicken crosses the road,
rolls in the mud, then crosses
back what is he'?
A dirty double crosser.

Or.. Adelina Oakley Award (5)
Lagodimos sc.nolarsn1p Award (5)

scnolarsnipiAward applications may be obtained as follows: (See - above)
•=Office of Student Services (Boyden 1-tall).,Financ1al Aid Office (Tillinghast Hall), or tne Information Booth (Student Union)
1 ;. or Margery Kranyik, Department of Elementary and Early Childhood Education (Burrill Avenue Building)

2 '= Chairperson of the Department 1n wnicn you are ma1orin9.
3 =Or. Clifford Wood or Or Joseph beAocco. Department of English (Tillingnast Hall).

By

4 =Mr. oe11n1s·Bicknell. Office of Continuing Education (Ma)(well Library}.

-Laura. Clark
5 = Dr. Alan. Lander or Protesaor Richard Neur:ialier ,Oepartrment of Media and Llbranariship (Maxwell Library),'
.·· ~;,
"
~ 6 =or. Marilyn Barry. Educational Services Department (Burnll Avenue Building) or Dr Joel L1tvm. Speecti Commumcauon
1 f-r·
.,,, ;. ,p,"J:; ,. , ·, . , , ... , . . . . , . .
·.
·. sta I. Wrtter • . .·.
.
. .. . . . , , Theatre Arts. al'1d Comm(Jnicat1on Disorders Di:partment (Student Union).
)l.···:>·.·...............··~--~'."~ .....-..~·
~
........... ~,·~-~~,~-~
............. ~..-.. .....- ... ...._...~
.
.
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~
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What happened to the tuna; after ·
he swore at his boss?

HE WAS

"

1. Jacket
2. January
3. Jaywalk
4. Jazz
5. Jealous
6. Jeans
~ ... ····~ ....,....... ·~·.• ,... ~ ·- ., ..... ,7!...•J..erk ·
8. Jersey

DDDDDD

Last weeks answers:
nothing cymbal dinner
sugary .under march
the 'Hustle'

'"
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9. Jewelry
JO. Jog
11. Joke
12. Journalism
13. Jumper cables
14. June
15.Jupiter,;
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Classified Ads
Spend two weeks in Floridajor
only $100 plus your own spending money. The members of the
Comment Staff are going to
drive down in a large moble
~'·~'<i"i'¥·~,9~\IK· $100 covert! gas and camp

- · ground fees round trip. Looking
for 6 ·people male or female to go
along. We plan to visit all the hot
spots such as Disney Land, Fort
Lauderdale etc. First come first
serve . Contact Cisco in the
Comment office or call at ·6976878.

For Sale Tandy Trs 80 color
computer 2 with 64K Extended
Memory, Dust Cover, 2 Joysticks, An interface Cable for
Printer, 3 Program modules 5
Cassette Programs, 2 Books on

Basic, An Assembly Language
Program B.ook, Adapter to a
T.V. All just for $300 Call Chris
in Raynham 822-9823

Often class is a Hassel·
Boring teachers Boring Topics
This is when I doodle
My mind wonders
I begin to think
I dream of who I could be
Day dreaming is my escape from
reality
l 'm Rocky, Errol Flynn, Boggy
Who ever I choose, l am
Soon time flies so fast
It's time .to leave that class

FIJTURE CONDITIONAL
TENSE
Whose reflective walks are
Saddened
By caustic tears from years
Of painful memories.
Whose dimly lit candle
Flickers in the slightest breez.e.
Whose emotional neutrality
Is· only despair. ·
The bell tolls for thee.

The Comment

GREEK
Greek Letters
This Friday will be the start _
of spring break '85, and the
Sigma Chi Fraternity hopes that
everyone will have a safe and
happy one.
Thi.s first quarter of the semester was a ver'j successf u\ one for
Sigma Chi, ·we began another
pledge class for the semester, and
we had a few really good parties
that we .hope you we.re able to
atte_nd and enjoy. Our plans for
after the break hope· to be very
exciting. We are looking for..,:;;,.-,ward to participating in the
Greek Week, sponsored by the
campus Greek Council. The
Heritage Day parade is another
campus event that' we hope to be
involved in, ·and, maybe win
something also. We are also
pfanning a couple of more parties and our first fraternity newsletter should be published.
So,all those going to Florida
have a great time and be careful,
those staying ' around during
break have a great time too, no.t
thinking about those going to
Florida. We look forward to see,.
ing you in 'two weeks for a super
third quarter.

R.A.S.
Not ti-yi11g to be vindictive
A Nady 49GT Wireless System
l:t::==============Of
a negative perception.
for a Guitar. Lets you have free
movability on stage or elseN_eeded ASAP: AN 201 Human- After all,
k
It's just the product of a past
where. Just $140 Call Chris 822md Emerging 2nd ed. We need Tense,
.
For Sale - Stereo: Realistic 9823.
as many of these books as possi- The didn'ts, couldn'ts and would
Am/ Fm receiver, 2-lOin. speakble. Please contact Prof. Reed Have beelfs,
ers, technics cassette tape deck,
'Stewart for details in S-210 or With the power to become
lafayette 2-way headphones.
Good condition sold separatley
• The isn 'ts, can 'ts and never will
For Sale 74 Fiat 124 4-door. 4 the Freshman Center.
or as all. Best Offer. See Debi cyl. w/ 61,000 Automatic Trans. 4 V W Rims and Tires~ Excellent Be's
Pope Hall 138
·
25 mpg. New paint- Baby Blue. -condition going to the best offer. If we let them.
Runs excellent great commuter Call Tony 697-4846.
R. E. Spring
For Sale: '18 Suzuki GS~550E, car. I will guarantee car until end ,Airplane Rides .over the College
excellent condition, black with of semmester. All pa,rts ana · ~nd aloi:g the Coastline. Very
red and gold pinstriping; 1/4 labor. Already winterized. Ask- mexpens1ve. Call Tony at 697fairing, sport mirrors, .digital ing $1000 Firm Call Cisco 697- 4846.
gearing, crash bars, continen- . 6878.
I would like to thank all of my
For Sale. '77 Z-28 Camara. New
tals. Recently tuned up, 13,000
friends
here at BSC for their
miles. Call Mark after 7:00 p.m.
For Sale Ludwig Drum Set. 4 Paint, Red/ Silver two-tone New
and compassioncards
flowers
at 773-6080. ·
piece w I hardware no cymbals,8 High performance engine: 350
support
offered
at the recent
.
ate
Room For Rent Summer, inch deep Ludwig Snare. Titan bored out to a 400 less than
death
of
my
mother.
God Bless
June, July, Aug ..Use of whole heavy duty high hat. Asking 10,000 miles, dual exhaust 4
you
all.
John R. Flavin, Jr.
· barrel Holley Carb., Sixty Se;ies
house, bathroom, kitchen. Park- $500 Call Cisco 697-6878.
Tires·· all. around w/ Keystone
ing 200 yards from Boyden Hall,
$125 a month; call Kevin Kearclassic rims, His.and Hers racing
nan 697-1028 ·
:rrans. New rearend just
installed. This is one powerfull
"Prisoner", W / M 25 yrs old wishes to Correspond with anyone
car! Over $~000 invested, Asking
interested in Writing, has many interests. Will answer all who
_$4000. Serious inquiries only!
. write. Picture the first letter appreciated. Address letters to Paul
697-6878 Cisco.
S.Cruwvs· # 84-A-2253 Box 149 Attica, NY.140.11
There is a little boy from Scoofcancer. His
simple request is to get into the ·
Guiness Book of World Records
for
recez 1ing the most postcards.
1
' Kappa .1?hi Omega is urging all
to participate and 'answer ·his
dream.s.
'
·.

Newton-Wellesley Hospital

t~and, who is dying

SC.HOOL OF Newton, MA 02162
NURSING
a..,__O_PE_N_H_O_US_E_l9_8_5__.I
2014 Washington Street

(617)964-2800 (x 2538)

I

7·9 P.M.

March 28 May 23
Allen-Riddle Hall
Regl~

A.ssocioted with
College
Challenging, occeler.ated curriculum

Two-yeor'program, weekdays,

Sept.-June
Men and women students
Day core available for children

,

~. ~·

... " ,

Call 964-2800,

~X!•

H~RE'S

I
I

Outstanding licensure results
Credit for previous college experience
253_8 for more information-----'

HIS ADDRESS:
Little Buddy
P.O. Box 76
Paisley ·Renfrewshire,
POSTAGE 28e
...

ll

Order ·Now!
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Announcements

G

See Cream &. ]aKer_y

Excellence in Teaching Award - Give credit to your best instructor or teaching colleague. Nomination forms for the Di Nardo
Award are available at the office of the President, the Office of ·
Student Services, the Main Desk at the Library, the Alumni
Office, and the Student Union Information Booth. Deadline:
Thursday, April 4, 1985.

ALL STORES OPEN 7 DAYS
Our n.ew West Bridgewater Store is only 10 minutes away at
the Junction of Rtes 28 & 106 in West Bridgewater.
We are open until 9:00 p.m. seven nights per week and we
feature the finest and most tasty ice cream you've ever had ~s well as
the freshest and finest bakery products anywhere.
'

Resident Assistant Program -Applications are available at the
Office of Student Services, or at Shea/ Durgin Residence Hall.
Deadline: Friday, March 8 1985. Applications are also available
at this time for the Graduate Assistant Program.

Save 10% on any purchase with this ad!

Student Orientation Leader Program - Help a new student!
Gain valuable experiece! Applications are available at the Office
of Student Services. Deadline: Wednesday, March 27, 1985.
Student Union Board of Governors and Program Committee
Positions - Applications are available at the Student Union Information Booth. Deadline: Noon, Tuesday April 9, 1985. ·
. M.M.R. (measles, mumps, rubella) vaccine is available free of
char~e in Health Servi<:e, Tillinghast Hall. The department of
P":bhc H~alth recomment that adolescents and adult~-especially
ch1ldbeanng age- who are not known to be immune to rebella
should receive rubella vaccine (or M.M.R. if they might also be
• 1..:sceptible to measles or mumps). Women should not receive the
shot if they are pregnant or might become pregnant in 3 months.
There is no known risk in being vaccinated against any or all three
of these diseases if you are already immune to any of them.

The Barbara Chellis- The Trustees of the Barbara Chellis Fellowship Trust Fund announce that ·an award of $1,500 will be
made on Honors Day in May to a graduating senior student,
majoring in Art, English, Foreign Language, History, Philosophy, of Theater Arts, who will be commencing gtaduate level
study. Preference wiul1 be given to students majoring in English.
I.n t~e event that ri'o senior.qualifies, a fellowship of $.500.00 may
be given to an alumnus of the College who is already involed in
gra~uate work. Applications may be obtained from department
chairpersons or from the Office of Student Services or .the S. U.
Information Booth. Deadline is .April 3.
A $hde present~t~~n "(entraL,f,ur'?J.?~::~ll ~~lfiili::'"·: ,'.~ ·....
featured at the Bndgewater Puohc I1orary on Tuesday, Marc
at 7:30 P.M. Guest speaker Robert M. Keith of Bridgewater will
share with our audience highlight~ of his 1984 trip through
Europe's picturesque countryside.Beginning in Zurich Switzerland, the Keiths travelled through Innsbruck. Austria to West
Germany and then on to Paris for an extended visit. From Paris,
they departed on a high speed train through the French countryside to Italy, where they visited Milan, Rome and Venice.They
travelled north back through Austria tq Zurich where they
boarded Swissair to return to Boston. The public is cordially
invited to attend this free program which is sponsored ·by the
Friends of the Bridgewater Public Library.
The Bridgewater State College Children's Theatre presents
"Charlotte's_ Web", which will be performed Thursday, March 7
through Wednesday, March 13 in the Student Union Auditorium.
Ticket~ are $ 1.50 and are available from the Theatre Business
Office, openfrom 9-3 Monday through Friday. AlsE:'l, the Alumni
Associati()n of Bridgewater State College is hosting a lunch theatre party to be he1d before the Saturday matinee on March 9. The
hmchepn beginsat l l :30 in the Student.Union ·Ballroom; and will
include chicken nuggets and french fries for the children and a
fried chicken buffet for the adults.; Tickets for the luncheon and
perfortnance·are $4.00 and $5.50. For morei~fonnation orreser..:
vations call 697..:1321.

<;:

_..

1

. eneezer%i

College Scholarship Program - Applications may be obtained
at the Office of Student Services, the Financial Aid Office, or at
the Student Union Information Booth. Deadline: Wednesdav,
April 3 1985
~
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HINGHAM

DUXBURY

HANSON

88 Country Way
545-59..,.89

Hingham Centre
.. 749-52..,49

Hall's Corner
934-0246

Rtes. 27 & 5'3
293-1313

Op_en 1-9

Open 7 A.M.-6 P.M.

Open 9.9

Open , .g
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VISIT OUR NEW STORES
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Xve expressed opinions that are
well thought out. Though many
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My fellow students:
. My name is Carrie Kulick aric
I hope to be your candidate fo1
Student Trustee.
The eventual winner of thi~
important election will hold the
position of Student Trustee for a
two month term. (An election
for next year's Student Trustee
will be held in the the future).
The~ef9re, you m~st ~hoose a

My name is Kevin Dwyer. I'm
oraganizing a write-in campaign
for Student Trustee, because I
think I can make a difference.
As a Resident Assistant at
Shea/ Durgin Hall, I have been
directly exposd to both sides of
the college population: students
and administration. I have
heard, first hand, the grievances
of the :student body~especially
·

may not agree with them, they
alwa~s refle~t a definite degree of
cons1derat1on and common
sense.
As St~den~ Trus~ee, I promise
to vote m the best interest of the
stud~nt bod~ on matters con~ermng parku% .campus housmg . and ~ac1.h~1es, and the
on-campu_s JUd1~1al process. I do
not p_rom1se miracl~s, but I do
pr~mise to stand f1:m for the
thmg~ that c~:mnt. ~will not compromise my mte?nty.for any person, any ~pec1al m~erest.' or
personal gam. My office will be

time period. Such representa- acted to ~ake a difference. My ~e rec~ptive to st:u ent's opm-~
.tion is achievable only with dedi- relationship with the administra- ions0 and concerns.
tion
has
been
efficient
and
corcast
a
vote
for
me
m
th~.· :.· ·
cation, insight, and experience.
dial. I've attainded an idea of pnmary~today, Ma,.~fiw),,,,4, - ·
..
As your Student Trustee, I
their perspectives, and though I to':1orrow, March 5- you must
will be armed with the weapons
don't always agree with them, l wnte my name ,on the ba~lot and
.
of college ·governance e){pe- k
h
th ,
.
and mark an X next to 1t. Your
rience, a receptiveness to student
now w ere
ey re . commg vote can make . a difference.
Exercise
· your pnv1
· -1ege.
, v ote f or
concerns, and an ability to for- f rom. I understand their prob'
. mulate and communic~te ideas le ms and concerns, and l ve K . ·
.pcoven that I can work with evm .Dwyer, Student Trustee,
and solutions. I have served as them
.
and you won't be sorry.
All College Committee .Chair·
.
.
You have my word on that.
As a columm~t on this paper, Thank You
. person (the first student ever to
be elected to this position), SGA
2nd. Vice President, Senator-at•
Large, former Class Officer,
~unique
Program Cmnmittee, State Student Association of Massachusetts (SSAM), Student Advisory
Committee (SAC),· Speech and
Det>ate Team, and am currently
Editor-in -Chief. of The
Comment.
(Majors/Minors/Aptitudes)
I will work wjth ,you on an
individual and collective basis to
begin sowing the seeds of reform
and/ or solution to resolve the
Tl1e Multicultural Committee of Bridgewater State College
most . presing needs facing we
presents the film /'Citizen Kane" on Tuesday, March 5 at 3:00
students at B.S.C. There is no
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. in the Dial Access Viewing Room on the
time like the present to begin·
ground floor of the Maxwell Library. Refreshments will be served
battling such problems as parkat the 7:30 p.m. session. For more information, call 697-1334.
ing. space shortages, overcrowding in dorms and, classrooms,·
tuition hikes, etc.
The Maxwell Library presents its second annual Irish Festival
Finally, your Student Trustee
on Thursday, March 7 at 3:00 p.m. in the Heritage Room on the
must be easily accessible and
first floor of the Library. The. speakers will be Patrick Curran of
should be able to communicate
the Boston .Irish Consulate, Profes~or John Murphy of the Uniwith all students, collectively, on
versity College Cork, Dr. Frank Phelan of StonehiU College, and
short notice.Interning as The
Bernard Aspinwall of the University of Glasgow. A reception will
_Comment's editor-in':"chief, I will
follow with refreshments and an Irish fashion show. The festival is
be best abl~ to inform you andlk
open to the. public and admission· is· free. For more information ·
informed by yo\l quickly. I will
For you and for the world. Peace Corps will.combine
call 697-1-334.
your education with training to prepare you for a
be able to effectively represent
volunteer position in; • Education • Fisheries •
you on important issues, and
Health • Agriculture • Forestry or other areas: You'll
meet new people, lea~n a new language, experience
then objectively and speedily·
·The Anderson Gallery of Bridgewater State College presents an
a new culture and gain a whole new outlook And
report back to you on develop- ·
while Y<?U're buildif1g your future, you'll be h~lping
exhibition of computer. generated and manipulated. images by.
people m developing countries learn the basics of
ments made regarding those
Boston area artists ~hrough March 15. The gallery, located in the
technological ac:!vancement.
·
issues.
Art Building, is open from 8:00-J:OO Monday through Friday.
I ask that you carefully weigh
APRIL 2
my qualifications and wide11: 00 a~ri. - ·film & info iri'
ranging experience .. I hope then
Tickets are now on sale for the Mandala Folk Dance ensemble
Maxwell Library~ Rm. L--1 2.
th'lt your vote will tip in favor of:
perforin~nce on Sunday, March-31, at 8:00 p.m. in the Student
1: 00 :!·!?f· - Senior intervi.ew
Carrie Kulick
Unio? Auditoriutn. Ti!::kets, ~re ·$2.50 .for. th~ Br,iQ.gew~ter State
i.
Student Trustee
cotn'munity arid' $4.00 forOthe general public and are available at
the· Information Booth.

!

opportunity
for
Math/Science

